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Background and Objectives: A novel carbon dioxide
(CO2) laser device employing ablative fractional resurfa-
cing was tested on human skin in vivo for the first time.
Study Design/Materials and Methods: An investiga-
tional 30 W, 10.6 mm CO2 laser system was focused to a 1/e2

spot size of 120 mm to generate an array of microscopic
treatment zones (MTZ) in human forearm skin. A range of
pulse energies between 5 and 40 mJ was tested and lesion
dimensions were assessed histologically using hematoxylin
& eosin. Wound healing of the MTZ’s was assessed
immediately-, 2-day, 7-day, 1-month, and 3-month post
treatment. The role of heat shock proteins was examined by
immunohistochemistry.
Results: The investigational CO2 laser system created
a microscopic pattern of ablative and thermal injury
in human skin. The epidermis and part of the dermis
demonstrated columns of thermal coagulation that sur-
rounded tapering ablative zones lined by a thin eschar
layer. Changing the pulse energy from 5 to 30 mJ resulted
in a greater than threefold increase in lesion depth and
twofold increase in width. Expression of heat shock protein
(hsp)72 was detected as early as 2 days post-treatment
and diminished significantly by 3 months. In contrast,
increased expression of hsp47 was first detected at 7 days
and persisted at 3 months post-treatment.
Conclusion:The thermal effects of a novel investigational
ablative CO2 laser system utilizing fractional resurfacing
were characterized in human forearm skin. We confirmed
our previous ex vivo findings and show for the first time in-
vivo, that a controlled array of microscopic treatment zones
of ablation and coagulation could be deposited in human
skin by varying treatment pulse energy. Immunohisto-
chemical studies of heat shock proteins revealed a per-
sistent collagen remodeling response lasting at least
3 months. We successfully demonstrated the first in-vivo
use of ablative fractional resurfacing (AFRTM) treatment on
human skin. Lasers Surg. Med. 39:96–107, 2007.
� 2007 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The gold standard for facial skin tightening remains
ablative laser surgery. However, both the CO2 and the ‘‘hot’’
erbium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Er:YAG) lasers can be
associated with prolonged post operative healing, including
delayed reepithelialization, persistent erythema, delayed
and permanent hypopigmentation, and the potential for
scarring particularly when treating areas off-the-face [1].
Because of these problems with traditional laser resurfa-
cing, non-ablative lasers are now preeminent in utilization,
but they have never reached, nor are ever likely to reach,
the same end result as their predecessors, the CO2 and
Er:YAG lasers. Despite tremendous progress in the field
of laser medicine, the exact mechanism by which ablative
resurfacing achieves clinical wrinkle reduction remains
poorly understood and continues to be the topic of intense
investigation.

Although the optical and thermal properties of skin at the
far infrared wavelengths have previously been character-
ized, the dynamics of laser–tissue interaction including the
ablation and heat diffusion processes remain poorly under-
stood. Furthermore, the biological wound healing response
to laser irradiation in the far infrared spectrum has
remained largely unexplored. Several reports have demon-
strated significant delays in wound healing when compared
to scalpel incisions [2–4]. This is consistent with the
persistent erythema and delayed pigmentary alteration
that has been observed clinically post-treatment [4,5].
Zweig et al. [6] speculated that the delayed healing was
secondary to the large thermal damage zone induced by the
ablative treatment, rendering the coagulated collagen
‘‘mummified’’ in the dermis for several months.

Recently, our group discovered fractional photothermo-
lysis (FP), a novel mechanism of skin treatment that
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generates an array of micro-thermal zones of thermal injury
in the epidermis and dermis [7]. Using a near-infrared
fiber laser source, we were able to demonstrate thermal
coagulation of collagen at depths approaching 700 mm at
various tunable spatial frequencies [7,8]. The advantage of
FP over traditional devices using selective photothermo-
lysis (SP) is greater safety with preserved clinical efficacy.
This has been confirmed by several independent studies to
date [9,10]. Dermatologists have enjoyed success in treat-
ing Asian skin as well as conditions such as melasma,
photoaging, fine wrinkles, poikiloderma, striae, and scars
[7,10–22]. Thus, the advent of FP has revolutionized the
treatment modality associated with non-ablative laser.

In an attempt to overcome the broad zones of thermal
damage typical of current ablative treatment modalities,
our group recently developed a novel ablative resurfacing
device that utilized the concept of fractional resurfacing
producing zones of ablation and coagulation [23]. In ex-vivo
human skin, freshly isolated from the abdomen, a similar
array of microscopic treatment zones (MTZs) was success-
fully created. In order to further characterize how the
resultant MTZs affect human skin in-vivo, we treated the
forearm of human subjects with an investigational ablative
fractional resurfacing (AFRTM) system and histologically
assessed the wound healing response at various intervals
post-treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study protocol was approved by an institutional
review board and all subjects were consented prior to
participation in the study. Twenty-four healthy subjects of
Fitzpatrick skin types II–IV were treated on the forearm
with an investigational 30 W, CO2 laser system (Reliant
Technologies, Inc., Mountain View, CA) in order to assess
the wound healing response of human skin in-vivo, post
AFRTM treatment. The CO2 laser system has a beam
quality with an M2 value of less than 1.2. The laser beam
was delivered through multiple deflective and refractive
elements and focused to a diffraction-limited 1/e2 spot size

of approximately 120 mm in diameter at incidence to the
skin in order to deposit a microscopic array of laser beams
across the surface.

Topical anesthesia was administered locally prior to
laser treatment. The forearm of each subject was first
cleansed with alcohol, after which a 23% lidocaine 7%
tetracaine ointment was topically applied on the intended
treatment sites and occluded for approximately 30–
45 minutes. The topical anesthesia was wiped off before
the treatment was administered. No OptiGuide Blue was
used as optical (velocity) tracking was disabled; the laser
handpiece was operated in the manual mode allowing
deposition of a constant density of MTZs with the subject’s
forearm held stationary [24]. Each laser treatment site
covered approximately 1.5 cm by 1.0 cm, at pulse energy
ranging from 5 to 40 mJ with a single pass. A spot density of
400 MTZ/cm2 creating an interlesional distance of approxi-
mately 500 mm was used for pulse energies of 5–30 mJ,
while 100 MTZ/cm2 was used for 40 mJ. Pain was assessed
immediately after treatment using a Visual Analog Scale
(VAS), with scores ranging from 0 to 100. A total of
24 subjects received multiple treatments at varying
pulse energies prior to biopsy excisions that were made
immediately, 2 days, 7 days, 1 month, and 3 months post-
treatment. The biopsy schedule is outlined in Table 1.

Immediately following excision, each biopsy sample was
fixed in 10% v/v neutral buffered formalin (VWR Interna-
tional, West Chester, PA) overnight and then embedded
in paraffin. The samples were sectioned into 5–10 mm
thick slices, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E), hsp72 antibody, or hsp47 antibody. A minimum of
10 lesions from the histological sections of each biopsy
sample were imaged and recorded using a Leica1DM LM/P
microscope and a DFC320 digital camera (Leica Micro-
system, Cambridge, UK). Lesion dimensions were deter-
mined using a proprietary Visual Basic computer program
(Reliant Technologies, Inc.) [24] and were based on H&E
stained sections. The lesion dimensions represent the
maximum depth and width of the outermost border of the
coagulation zones.

TABLE 1. Biopsy Schedule of an IRB Approved Study of an Investigative AFRTM

Device

Q (mJ) Biopsy post-treatment # of biopsies (n¼ # of lesions evaluated)

0 day 2 days 7 days 1 month 3 months

5 6 (n¼ 60) 6 (n¼ 60) — 1 (n¼ 10) —

10 7 (n¼ 70) — 3 (n¼ 30) — —

20 2 (n¼ 20) 5 (n¼ 50) 3 (n¼ 30) 2 (n¼ 20) 2 (no visible lesions)

30 3 (n¼ 30) — — 2 (n¼ 20) —

40 — — — — 2 (no visible lesions)

A full series of immediately through 3-month post-treatment biopsies were only available at

20 mJ. Immediately post-treatment biopsies from 5 mJ through 30 mJ were available except

for at 40 mJ.
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RESULTS

We first set out to determine the effects of AFRTM treat-
ment on human forearm skin at varying pulse energies
immediately post-treatment (Fig. 1) and at various time
intervals (Figs. 2–4) post-treatment. Images in Figure 2
depict the wound healing from 2-day to 3-month post
treatment using H&E stain. Figure 3 illustrates the
upregulation of hsp72 immediately through 3-month post-
treatment (Fig. 3B–F), with Figure 3A being the untreated
control sample. Accordingly, Figure 4 describes the upre-
gulation of hsp47 immediately through 3-month post-
treatment (Fig. 4B–F), with Figure 4A being the untreated
control sample.

As shown in the H&E-stained images in Figure 1A–D,
the AFR treatment led to immediate ablation of the
epidermis and dermis. The tapering shape of ablative
zones ranged from 71 to 121 mm in width and 210 to 659 mm
in depth for the pulse energies of 5 to 30 mJ. The ablative

zone was lined by a very thin layer of eschar, and on
occasion, contained a serum exudate and red blood cells,
none of which was found to be extravasated in the dermis
(Fig. 1). Our histology results suggested that adequate
hemostasis was achieved when utilizing ablative frac-
tional resurfacing, and was partially due to the surround-
ing thermal coagulation zone (33 to 75 mm). Lesions
measuring 138 to 270 mm in width and 298 to 993 mm
in depth with an interlesional distance of approximately
500 mm were detected for the pulse energies tested
(Table 2). In general, the lesion depth increased more than
threefold, while a less than twofold increase in width was
detected for 5 to 30 mJ. The dimensions of the ablative
zones followed the same trend; and the coagulation zones
slightly more than doubled in thickness from 5 mJ to 30 mJ.
We also stained for heat shock markers, hsp72 and hsp47,
but detected no significant difference in expression post-
treatment compared to untreated samples (Figs. 3B
and 4B).

Fig. 1. AFRTM micro-lesions produced in vivo and biopsied immediately post-treatment at

(A) 5 mJ, (B) 10 mJ, (C) 20 mJ, and (D) 30 mJ, show increase in the depth of ablative zones with

increasing pulse energies. Each ablative zone was surrounded by a layer of coagulation zone

that promotes hemostasis and tissue shrinkage. Histology images shown here were stained

with H&E; optical magnification: 5�.
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By 48 hours post-treatment, the ablative zone was
completely replaced by invaginating epidermal cells as
demonstrated in Figure 2A. The MTZ surrounded the
newly invaginated epidermal tissue, although the base-
ment membrane remained partially disrupted as evidenced
by basal layer vacuolar change. Microscopic exudative
necrotic debris (MEND) was found at the level of the
stratum corneum, typical of treatments using fractional
resurfacing [23]. At the 48-hour time point, staining with
anti-human hsp72 antibody revealed increased expression
throughout the epidermis and around each coagulation
zone but was conspicuously absent within the micro-lesion
and necrotic debris (Fig. 3C). In contrast, no change in
expression of hsp47 was found relative to baseline
(Fig. 4A,C).

By 7 days post-treatment, MEND exfoliation was evident
with residual material at the very superficial aspect of
the stratum corneum (Fig. 2B). H&E staining of the
coagulation zone appeared diminished, but close inspect-
ion of the dermis revealed an increase in the number of
spindle cells; this most likely indicated the continued
presence of fibroblast activity, consistent with ongoing
dermal remodeling (Fig. 2B). Hsp72 expression remained

elevated throughout the epidermis and areas adjacent to
the micro-lesion (Fig. 3D), while only slight increase in
hsp47 expression in the basal epidermal layer and dermis
surrounding micro-lesions was observed (Fig. 4D).

By 1 month post-treatment, the MEND was replaced by
normal stratum corneum and was no longer detectable.
The epidermal invagination had significantly regressed
(Fig. 2C). In addition, the space vacated by the regressed
epidermis (i.e., ablative zone) within the MTZ was
replaced by newly synthesized collagen. H&E staining of
the coagulation zone surrounding the original ablative
zone was diminished but relatively well demarcated,
indicating a slow but continuous dermal remodeling
process. Both collagen within the original ablative zone
and coagulation zone appeared haphazard. Not surpris-
ingly, spindle cells remained abundant around and
especially within the dermal zone of thermal coagulation
at this stage (Fig. 2C). Interestingly, hsp72 remained
positive throughout the epidermis and dermis and out-
lined individual MTZs (Fig. 3E). Hsp47 followed a
strikingly similar pattern in the dermis although staining
of the epidermis remained restricted to the basal layer
(Fig. 4E).

Fig. 1. (Continued )
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At 3 months post-treatment, H&E staining showed no
definitive evidence of micro-lesions, with only rare areas in
the dermis resembling ‘‘old’’ lesions (Fig. 2D). Hsp72
expression had significantly declined but persisted at a
level greater than baseline (Fig. 3F). Remarkably, hsp47
expression has increased and become more diffuse at
3 months consistent with continued collagen synthesis
and remodeling (Fig. 4F).

Figure 5A depicts a horizontal cross-section of a typical
AFRTM micro-lesion at a depth of 350mm from the surface of
the skin. A clear zone of annular collagen denaturation was
observed to surround the micro-lesion. This was confirmed
by a cross-polarized image of the same lesion shown in
Figure 5B, with loss of birefringence within the collagen
denaturation (coagulation) zone.

DISCUSSION

We recently developed a non-ablative laser device for
treatment of human skin using a novel concept similar to

fractional photothermolysis [7]. This method allows for
higher energy treatments in the target tissue while sparing
the surrounding non-target tissue. Our non-ablative frac-
tional resurfacing (NFRTM) technique does not spare the
epidermis within the laser beam path, thus also fractionally
coagulating the superficial layer to promote rapid re-
epithelialization and cell-turnover, hence biologically res-
urfacing the skin [23]. By only irradiating a particular
fraction of the total cross-sectional surface area, we and
others discovered that efficacy could be preserved and/or
enhanced while improving the side effect profile [9].
We further extended the use of fractional resurfacing
to ablative laser wavelengths, specifically focusing on
10,600 nm.

In the latter study, we developed a prototype device using
a CO2 laser and characterized its effects on ex vivo skin
when functioning in fractional mode [25]. Microscopic
arrays of ablative and thermal coagulation zones were
successfully generated using a range of laser parameters.

Fig. 2. AFRTM micro-lesions produced in vivo at 20 mJ and

biopsied (A) 2-day, (B) 7-day, (C) 1-month, and (D) 3-month

post-treatment. The histology images show the process of

wound healing with invagination of the epidermis into the

ablative zone and complete re-epithelialization within 24 hours

(A), a sustained coagulation zone that can still be demarcated

up to 1 month post-treatment indicating long-term remodeling

process (C), and a regressed epidermal invagination with

replacement of new collagen within the original ablative zone

(C and D). Micro-lesions shown here may not be sectioned

across the right plane indicating the nominal lesion depths.

Histology images shown here were stained with H&E; optical

magnification: 10�.
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Since the seminal study was performed on ex-vivo skin, we
were not able to understand the wound healing response of
the AFRTM treatment nor could we determine the side
effect profile of this novel ablative treatment device.
We therefore examined the effects of ablative fractional
resurfacing on in-vivo human forearm skin for the first time
by examining the wound healing response up to 3 months
post-treatment.

Similar to the lesions observed in ex-vivo experiments,
our data revealed micro-lesions involving a tapering
ablative zone in the skin lined by a thin layer of eschar
surrounded by a thermal coagulation zone, together
constituting the MTZ (Fig. 1A–D). Lesion dimensions for
similar laser parameters were not significantly different
when comparing results of ex-vivo and in-vivo treatments
[25]. For example, at a pulse energy of 10� 1 mJ, the lesion
depth was 439� 70 mm versus 434� 64 mm for in-vivo
and ex-vivo, respectively; similarly, the lesion width was
184� 15 versus 193� 11 for in-vivo and ex-vivo treatments,
respectively [25]. Although lesion dimensions correlated
well between in-vivo and ex-vivo treatments, no informa-
tion about the wound healing response was garnered from
our previous ex-vivo studies.

Histological data obtained in the current study was
illuminating. Analysis with H&E staining revealed some

occasional serum exudate and red blood cells within the
ablative zones, although the latter were not found extra-
vasated in the dermis. Clinical responses, such as serous
oozing and punctuate bleeding, varied widely among the
subject participants within each treatment parameter set
(i.e., equivalent pulse energy and spot density setting);
however, such post-treatment responses resolved within
24 hours for the majority of study subjects. In fact, clinical
purpura was never observed during follow-up and was not
evident histologically at 2, 7, 30, or 90 days post-treatment
(Figs. 1 and 2). We hypothesized that the width of the
thermal coagulation zone appears to be within an optimal
range necessary for achieving a hemostatic effect. Taken
together, this data and other clinical reports [26] suggest
that AFRTM treatment provides sufficient hemostasis
and that oozing may resolve within 12–24 hours post-
treatment. Discussions of clinical results and observations
including pain, discomfort, and other effects are beyond the
scope of this manuscript and will be presented in a separate
article along with results from clinical studies on the face
and neck [26].

Interestingly, ablative fractional resurfacing demon-
strated much more rapid re-epithelialization when com-
pared to its non-fractional predecessors, whether powered
by erbium or CO2 lasers. By 48 hours, most subjects

Fig. 2. (Continued )
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demonstrated complete re-epithelialization (Fig. 2A) with
restoration of the basement membrane apparent no later
than 7 days post-treatment (Fig. 2B). This advantage over
non-fractional ablative devices partially explains the
apparent reduction in patient downtime, such as persistent
erythema and infection risk. Unlike non-fractional CO2

laser treatments, which may result in post-treatment
erythema lasting several months [27,28], erythema sub-
sided within 4–7 days after AFRTM treatment for all study
patients. Furthermore, no clinical infections were observed
in any subject on follow-up examinations after treatments
on the forearm. We theorize that the rapid healing re-
epithelialization demonstrated histologically is critical to
abrogating the risk for prolonged downtime and bacterial
infections commonly associated with the current ablative
laser devices [28,29].

Even though current ablative CO2 lasers suffer from
increase complication rates relative to non-ablative lasers,
investigators have consistently reported unparalleled

clinical efficacy for treatment of deep rhytides and consider
it the gold standard for skin tightening. Although the exact
mechanism underlying this benefit remains poorly under-
stood, a number of studies have implicated a prolonged and
vigorous wound healing response as a key factor [4]. To
evaluate the wound healing response of ablative fractional
resurfacing, we turned our attention to the study of heat
shock proteins. Previous work has established hsp72 as an
early (hours) responder to thermal damage in skin [30]. On
the other hand, hsp47 appears to play a more important role
in long-term wound healing by acting as a procollagen
chaperone [30,31] promoting neocollagenesis. As expected,
hsp72 expression was upregulated significantly at 48 hours
post-treatment and peaked between 2 and 7 days later
(Fig. 3C–D). On the other hand, increased hsp47 expres-
sion was delayed, first apparent at 7 days post-treatment
and remained elevated at least for 3 months (Fig. 4D–F).
In support of this, we noted persistence of spindle cells in
the dermis consistent with an ongoing fibroblastic response

Fig. 3. Immunohistochemistry of human skin using anti-

human hsp72 antibody, showing a baseline expression of hsp72

(brown stain) above the basement membrane in an untreated

or control sample (A). In vivo human skin treated with the

AFRTM device at 20 mJ were biopsied (B) immediately, (C) at

2-day, (D) at 7-day, (E) at 1-month, and (F) at 3-month post-

treatment illustrating changes in the micro-lesions during the

wound healing process. Increase in hsp72 expression peaked at

2- to 7-day post-treatment in the dermis. Micro-lesions shown

here may not be sectioned across the right plane indicating the

nominal lesion depths; optical magnification: 10�.
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Fig. 3. (Continued )
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(Fig. 2C–D). In particular, expression of hsp47 became
diffuse in the dermis at 3 months post-treatment, indicat-
ing that activation of fibroblasts was occurring in both
treated and untreated tissue (Fig. 4F). Although we did not
assess for neocollagenesis immunohistochemically, we
believe the results of our hsp47 experiments provide strong
evidence that AFRTM treatment leads to long-term dermal
remodeling with increased collagen synthesis. Further-
more, this study lends further support for the notion that
treatment of only a fraction of the total skin can lead to
dermal remodeling in a substantially larger proportion of
skin beyond the immediate zones of denatured collagen.
This critical phenomenon thus mitigates the need for
higher risk bulk tissue treatments that often result in
long-term side effects such as scarring and permanent
hypopigmentation.

The AFRTM treatment also removed a relatively large
volume of dermal tissue to depths that conventional CO2

and Er:YAG laser resurfacing were previously incapable of
reaching without causing untoward side effects. As our
results indicated, dermal tissue as deep as 659� 69 mm at
30 mJ can be removed through ablative fractional resurfa-
cing (Table 2) with a general trend towards greater
increases in depth than width with increasing pulse
energy. This implies that the aspect ratio of the ablative
zone (i.e. ablative depth-to-width ratio) increases with
rising pulse energies, a phenomenon not observed with
non-ablative fractional resurfacing (NFRTM) treatment
using the 1550 nm fiber laser which maintained a relatively
constant aspect ratio of 5 [24]. Thus an advantage of the
AFRTM modality versus the NFRTM modality may be its
potential to remove more unwanted and deep dermal
material, such as solar elastosis, through activation of a
transepidermal elimination pathway recently shown to
contribute to dermal remodeling post-fractional resurfa-
cing [23]. This mechanism was previously reported to

Fig. 4. Immunohistochemistry of human skin using anti-

human hsp47 antibody, showing a baseline expression of hsp47

(brown stain) above the basement membrane in an untreated

or control sample (A). In vivo human skin treated with the

AFRTM device at 20 mJ were biopsied (B) immediately, (C) at

2-day, (D) at 7-day, (E) at 1-month, and (F) at 3-month post-

treatment illustrating changes in the micro-lesions during the

wound healing process. Upregulation of hsp47 expression was

noticeable at 7-day post-treatment in the dermis, and con-

tinued to increase and persisted at least up to 3-month post-

treatment. Micro-lesions shown here may not be sectioned

across the right plane indicating the nominal lesion depths;

optical magnification: 10�.
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Fig. 4. (Continued )
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become activated after CO2 irradiation [32,33]. Eventually,
the excavated dermal tissue was replaced with new
collagen in the natural haphazard orientation (Fig. 2D).

Previous studies of CO2 ablative lasers have emphasized
the important role of the thermal coagulation zone in
effecting tissue shrinkage [34]. In addition to detecting a
similar zone of thermal coagulation, we also observed that
this zone formed an annular ring around the micro-lesions
created by AFRTM treatment (Fig. 5). Although tissue
shrinkage was not directly assessed in the forearm study,
we speculate that the annular configuration of the thermal
coagulation zone may provide additional tissue shrinkage
benefits due to favorable tensile vectors exerted by collagen
shortening in a 3-dimensional manner. The degree of tissue
shrinkage may be significant with the additive contraction
of hundreds of thousands of AFRTM MTZs. Hence, the level

of tissue shrinkage may be modulated by the pulse energy
(i.e. depth of micro-lesion) or the treatment spot density.
If true, the AFRTM modality has strong implication for
applications in dermatoplastic surgery. Further studies are
warranted to quantify the degree of shrinkage both short-
term and long-term produced by the AFRTM modality.

CONCLUSION

Preliminary results through histochemistry and immu-
nohistochemistry indicated rapid re-epithelialization of
micro-lesions created by the AFRTM modality, significantly
reducing downtime and morbidity as compared to other
ablative resurfacing techniques. Our results also revealed a
favorable long-term wound healing process of the AFR
treatment. Diffuse upregulation of hsp47 expression
provided conclusive evidence that neocollagenesis was

TABLE 2. Dimensions of the Ablative and Coagulation Zones of Micro-Lesions Created by the Investigative

AFRTM Device From 5 to 30 mJ

Q (mJ) Immediately post treatment lesion characterization

Maximum lesion

depth (mm)

Maximum lesion

width (mm)

Maximum ablative

depth (mm)

Maximum ablative

width (mm)

Thickness of coagulated

zone (mm)

5 298 � 48 138 � 20 210 � 67 71 � 17 33 � 11

10 439 � 70 184 � 15 286 � 76 95 � 17 44 � 13

20 778 � 57 218 � 10 560 � 86 110 � 18 54 � 8

30 993 � 77 270 � 23 659 � 69 121 � 16 75 � 13

The maximum lesion depths and widths include the coagulation zones plus the maximum ablative depths and widths,

respectively.

Fig. 5. An H&E-stained horizontal cross-section image of an AFRTM micro-lesion in the

papillary dermis under (A) light and (B) cross-polarized microscopy, showing an ablated zone

surrounded by an annular coagulation zone. The cross-polarized image indicates the loss of

birefringence, confirming the denaturation of the collagen matrix within the coagulation zone.
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persistent for a minimum of 3 months post-treatment,
ensuring long-term generalized dermal remodeling that
may rival conventional CO2 and Er:YAG laser resurfacing.
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